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ABSTRACT: The nonpolarizable force field for alkyl nitrates developed by Borodin et al. [J.
Phys. Chem. B, 2008, 112, 734−742] has been employed to calculate selected properties of
crystalline and liquid erythritol tetranitrate (ETN). The set of partial charges proposed by
Borodin for pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) was used except for a small correction to the
H atom charges to ensure charge neutrality owing to the absence of the neopentyl carbon in
ETN. The force field was used to compute the isothermal compression curve, lattice
parameters, heat capacity, thermal expansivity, single crystal elastic constants, and Gruneisen
parameters of crystalline ETN. The density- and temperature-dependent viscosities of liquid
ETN are also reported. We anticipate that these data will be of some utility to the
development of equations of state and thermomechanical models for ETN.

1. INTRODUCTION
Erythritol tetranitrate, ETN, C4H6N4O12, is a powerful and
somewhat sensitive explosive that can be melt-casted.1−4 It is
related chemically to other nitrate ester-containing explosives
such as pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) and nitroglycerin,
as illustrated in Figure 1. It adopts a monoclinic unit cell in the

space group P21/c with a density of 1.77 g cm−3 at room
temperature.5 The excellent explosive performance and
widespread availability of the precursor compound, erythritol,
has led to renewed interest in this molecule.6 Homemade
explosive applications have increased in recent years along with
a wealth of forensic analysis studies.7−10 Oxley and co-workers
have recently examined the thermal decomposition of ETN
through both experimental and computational methods11 and
our group has evaluated its decomposition kinetics under low
pressure, drop weight impact conditions.12,13 ETN is one of a
suite of aliphatic nitrate ester explosives that lend themselves to
experimental and computational studies that increase our
understanding of explosive decomposition mechanisms.14

The poor handling sensitivity of ETN makes it impractical
for standard commercial applications,15 but in our laboratories,
it has become useful for evaluating stimuli that would be
unlikely to elicit a reaction from more insensitive energetic
materials.16 Because of its potential value in understanding
initiation mechanisms in small-scale safety tests, we have

computed a subset of its properties that are pertinent to the
development of thermomechanical models. These properties
include its isothermal compression curve, lattice parameters,
thermal expansivity, heat capacity, single crystal elastic
constants, and liquid density and viscosity. The calculations
have been performed using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations with an empirical force field developed originally
for PETN.17 This force field has been modified slightly for
ETN and the predictions from the simulations have been
validated against results from semiempirical and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations or experiment where
possible.

2. FORCE FIELD FOR ALKYL NITRATES
The MD simulations used the nonpolarizable, nonreactive
force field for alkyl nitrates that was developed originally by
Borodin and co-workers.17 The force field represents bond
stretches, bends, and dihedral and improper torsions using
sums of harmonic springs that were parametrized to the results
of DFT calculations. The expressions used to represent the
intramolecular forces are
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Figure 1. Structures of erythritol tetranitrate (ETN), pentaerythritol
tetranitrate (PETN), and nitroglycerin (NG).
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where a, b, c, and d label atoms, α, β, γ, and δ label atom types,
Rab is the distance between atoms a and b, θabc is the angle
made by the bonds between atoms a and b and atoms b and c,
and ϕabcd and χabcd are the dihedral and out-of-plane angle
between atoms a, b, c, and d, respectively. Only sets of atoms
forming direct, first-nearest-neighbor bonds are included in the
terms for the potential energy. Rαβ

0 and θαβγ
0 are the equilibrium

bond distances and angles between atom types α, β, and γ,
respectively, which along with the set of spring constants, k, are
parametrized to DFT calculations. Nonbonded interactions are
described by sums of atom-centered Buckingham potentials
that take the form
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where a ∈ α, b ∈ β, and A, B, and C are adjustable parameters
that are parametrized for interactions between like atoms, α =
β. The Waldman−Hagler rules are used to derive the
corresponding parameters between unlike atoms, α ≠ β,
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We have not included the R−12 term in the nonbonded term
from the Borodin force field that provides strong short-range
repulsion because in this study we do not access dynamic high
pressure conditions. Electrostatic interactions are included via
a set of atom-centered partial charges, {q}. Nonbonded and
electrostatic interactions between first and second nearest
neighbor atoms are excluded from the potential energy and
forces.
The Borodin force field was implemented in the LAMMPS

MD code18,19 and an example input deck is provided with the
Supporting Information. The long-range electrostatic inter-
actions were calculated using the particle−particle, particle-
mesh (PPPM) algorithm20 under three-dimensional periodic
boundary conditions, and a time step for the integration the
equations of motion of 0.25 fs was used for all simulations.
The parameters for the intramolecular forces and non-

bonded interactions were taken as-is from ref 17. The set of
partial charges for the nonpolarizable force field tabulated in
ref 17 were derived for a neutral PETN molecule. In the
Borodin force field, the charge on the center neopentyl carbon
in PETN, q = −0.3344 e, differs significantly from that on the
−CH2− carbons, q = 0.3034 e. The absence of the neopentyl
carbon atom in ETN means that the set of partial charges must
be revised relative to those of PETN so that the molecule
remains charge neutral. We opted to set the partial charges on
the primary and secondary carbons in ETN to those derived

for the −CH2− carbons in PETN, that is q = 0.3034 e, and
then adjusted the charges of the hydrogen atoms to achieve
charge neutrality. The updated set of partial charges for ETN is
provided in Table 1. The self-consistent Mulliken partial

charges on the primary and secondary carbon atoms calculated
at the optimized gas-phase geometry using density functional
tight binding (DFTB) theory21 differ by only 0.01 e, which
suggests that the simplifying approximation of using the same
partial charges on the four carbon atoms will have a negligible
effect on the overall accuracy of the electrostatic forces.

3. EVALUATION OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
CRYSTALLINE AND LIQUID ETN
3.1. Isothermal Compression, Lattice Parameters,

and Thermal Expansivity. The ability of the Borodin force
field to describe the structure of the ETN crystal lattice was
evaluated by computing its density and lattice parameters as a
function of the temperature and pressure. These properties are
compared against experimental measurements and data
calculated using dispersion-corrected DFT. The MD and
DFT simulations of crystalline ETN all used the monoclinic
crystal structure derived from single crystal X-ray diffraction at
140 K by Manner et al. as the initial geometry (Cambridge
Structural Database refcode YOYSUC).5 All of the MD
simulations of crystalline ETN with the Borodin force field
were performed using a 3 × 9 × 3 supercell containing 8424
atoms to mitigate the effects of self-interactions over periodic
boundaries. The temperature and pressure in the simulations
were controlled by using a single Nose−Hoover thermostat
and barostat. The barostat was allowed to update the lengths
and angles of the periodic simulation cell independently to
ensure that hydrostatic conditions were achieved.
Density functional theory calculations of the ETN cold curve

and the dependence of the lattice parameters on hydrostatic
pressure were performed using the Gaussian Plane Waves
(GPW) method in the CP2k package22 with the PBE
generalized gradient approximation exchange-correlation func-
tional,23 a TZVP basis set, Goedecker−Teter−Hutter
pseudopotentials,24 and the D3(BJ) dispersion correction.25

The plane wave and relative cutoff energies were set to 1200
and 60 Ry, respectively, and the integration over the first
Brillouin zone used a 1 × 3 × 1 Monkhorst−Pack k-point
mesh.26 The lattice vectors of the unit cell and the internal
coordinates were optimized until the target hydrostatic
pressure was achieved to within a tolerance of 0.01 GPa and
the maximum force acting on any atom was less than 1 × 10−6

Hartree/a0. The tolerance for the self-consistent field (SCF) in
the calculation of the ground state charge density at each
optimization step was set to 10−7.
Table 2 presents the lattice parameters and densities of

single crystal ETN at 100, 140, and 291 K and zero pressure
from experiment, the Borodin force field, and zero temperature

Table 1. Partial Charges for ETN Derived from the Borodin
Force Field

atom type partial charges (e)

C 0.3034
H 0.035667
N 0.8642
nitrate O −0.4171
nitro O −0.4020
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dispersion-corrected DFT. The results from the MD
simulations were obtained by first thermalizing the systems
for 106 time steps at each target temperature and pressure in
the isothermal−isobaric ensemble. Following the thermal-
ization step, the lattice parameters were computed from the
time averages of the lattice vectors over an additional run of
106 time steps. The agreement between the lattice parameters
measured at room temperature and those predicted by the
Borodin force field is generally very good, with errors
consistent with those seen for other energetic molecular
crystals with this type of nonreactive force field (see, for
example, refs 27−29). The maximum discrepancies are
associated with the b and c lattice parameters, which deviate
from the experimental values by about 2.5% and −2.5%,
respectively. The errors in the ETN lattice parameters derived
from the dispersion-corrected DFT calculations differ by no
more than 1% from those measured at room temperature.
Nevertheless, despite the absence of any thermal pressure in
the static DFT calculations, the equilibrium density, ρ0, is
significantly smaller than those measured at both room and
cryogenic temperatures. This discrepancy suggests that the
combination of TZVP basis set and D3(BJ) dispersion
correction exhibits relatively poor transferability to this system.
The 298 K isothermal compression curve of single crystal

ETN computed from the Borodin force field up to 20 GPa and
the cold curve computed from dispersion-corrected DFT up to
10 GPa are presented in Figure 2. For a given pressure, the
densities on the room temperature isothermal compression
curve are systematically larger than those on the DFT-
generated cold curve by about 3%.
The isothermal compression curves can be represented

accurately by the MACAW reference curve that was proposed
recently by Lozano and Aslam.31,32 The MACAW reference

curve is particularly useful for hydrocode simulations because
unlike other empirical equations of state, it does not lead to
negative bulk moduli when the material is put into tension, and
it can be inverted analytically. The MACAW reference curve
takes the form
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where P is the pressure, V the specific volume, V0 the specific
volume where P = 0, and A, B, and C are adjustable
parameters. The MACAW reference curve was fitted to the
MD and DFT data in Figure 2 by a least-squares optimization
of the A and C parameters with V0 = 1/ρ0 from Table 2 and
the parameter B equal to its lower bound, 45/29. The best-fit
parameters and the isothermal bulk modulus,
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derived from the MACAW fit are given in Table 3.
The dependences of the ETN lattice parameters on

hydrostatic pressure computed from the Borodin force field
at 298 K and from static DFT are presented in Figure 3. The
changes in the four lattice parameters with increasing
hydrostatic pressure are clearly consistent between the MD
and DFT calculations, although the Borodin force field appears
to slightly underestimate the change in the monoclinic β angle.
The volumetric and anisotropic linear coefficients of thermal

expansion were computed between 50 and 500 K by using a
series of isothermal−isobaric MD simulations at zero pressure.
The three coefficients of linear expansion, αa, αb, and αc*, were
computed from the dependences of the primary lattice vectors
on temperature. Because the coefficient of volumetric
expansion, αV, is equal to the sum of the three linear
coefficients of thermal expansion, we computed the expansivity
along the a = [100], b = [010], and c* = a × b directions,
where c* is the component of the [001] lattice vector normal
to the (001) plane. The dependences of the volumetric and
linear coefficients of thermal expansion on temperature are
presented in Figure 4, which clearly highlight the pronounced
anisotropies in the linear expansivities. The volumetric
expansion coefficient is dominated by linear expansion along
b and at temperatures in excess of about 300 K, the lattice is
predicted to contract along a and c*. The magnitude of the
predicted volumetric thermal expansivity at room temperature,

Table 2. Comparison of the Lattice Parameters and Densities of ETN at Zero Pressure from Experiment, MD Simulations
Using the Borodin Force Field, and Static Dispersion-Corrected DFT

100 K 140 K 291 K 298 K

expt.30 MD expt.5 MD expt.30 MD expt.5 MD DFT

a (Å) 15.909 16.05 15.893 16.07 16.131 16.11 16.132 16.11 16.285
b (Å) 5.171 5.21 5.160 5.25 5.326 5.44 5.314 5.45 5.264
c (Å) 14.768 14.34 14.731 14.35 14.849 14.38 14.789 14.38 14.920
β (degree) 116.15 116.0 116.16 116.0 116.56 115.8 116.78 115.8 115.55
ρ0 (g/cm3) 1.840 1.861 1.851 1.844 1.759 1.768 1.773 1.764 1.739

Figure 2. 298 K isothermal compression computed from the Borodin
force field and the cold curve computed from dispersion-corrected
DFT. The broken lines depict the best fits of the MACAW reference
curve to the data.
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0.00037 K−1, is somewhat larger than those measured for
related compounds such as PETN, αV = 0.00025 K−1, which
we attribute in part to the comparatively low melting
temperature of ETN with respect to other energetic
materials.33

3.2. Vibrational Frequencies, Heat Capacity, and
Grüneisen Parameter. The vibrational density of states of
crystalline ETN, g(ω), where ω denotes angular frequency,
have been computed from the cosine transform of the velocity
autocorrelation function, γ(t),

=g t t t( ) ( )cos( )d
0

max

(12)
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N is the number of atoms, va(t) is the velocity of atom a at
time t, and an average is taken over all time origins. The
normalization of the velocity autocorrelation used in eq 13
differs from that proposed originally by Dickey and Paskin,34

but as discussed in ref 32, it leads to a properly normalized

phonon density of states where the integral of each peak
corresponds precisely to the number of harmonic distortions of
the molecules associated with each set of normal modes. In
Figure 5, we plot the phonon density of states, g( f), computed

from the time history of the atomic velocities from an MD
simulation at zero pressure in the microcanonical ensemble
(constant number of particles, volume, and total energy) at
300 K. The phonon density of states has been renormalized
such that

=g f f N( )d 3 mol
0 (14)

where Nmol = 26 is the number of atoms per ETN molecule. As
in earlier studies of the vibrational properties of nitrate esters
with the Borodin force field we observe a sharp peak in the
phonon density of states at about f = 1900 cm−1 that was
attributed by Pereverzev and Sewell32 to the antisymmetric
NO2 stretch.
The heat capacity at constant volume, CV, can be calculated

from the phonon density of states via the standard result,
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where kB and h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants,
respectively, and T is the temperature.35 The dependence of
the constant volume heat capacity on the temperature at V =
1/1.763 cm3/g using the phonon density of states in Figure 5 is
presented in Figure 6. At room temperature, eq 15 yields CV =
0.98 J g−1 K−1, which, as expected, is consistent with the heat
capacities of similar molecular materials.
The dimensionless Grüneisen parameter

= i
k
jjj y

{
zzzV P

U V (16)

where U is the internal energy, represents the dependence of
the thermal pressure on thermal energy for a system held at
constant volume. It is an important term in the parametrization

Table 3. Best Fit Parameters, Isothermal Bulk Moduli, and Pressure Derivatives of the Isothermal Bulk Moduli for the
MACAW Reference Curves

A (GPa) B (−) C (−) V0 (cm3/g) K0 (GPa) K0′ (−)

Borodin MD 0.0651648 45/29 8.78915 1/1.764 6.783 8.784
DFT 0.0840504 45/29 8.35439 1/1.739 8.027 8.372

Figure 3. Dependences of the ETN lattice parameters on hydrostatic
pressure. The MD results were derived from the 298 K isothermal
compression curve, and the DFT results from the cold curve.

Figure 4. Dependences of the volumetric and anisotropic linear
coefficients of thermal expansion on the temperature.

Figure 5. Phonon density of states of single crystal ETN at zero
pressure and 300 K from the Borodin force field.
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of equations of state.36 It can be calculated from a subset of the
properties of single crystal ETN that have been derived from
MD simulations using the Borodin force field. One definition
for the Grüneisen parameter is

=
K

C
V

V

0

(17)

which yields Γ = 0.218 at ambient pressure and temperature.
The infrared (IR) absorption spectrum of single crystal ETN

has been estimated from the time history of the total dipole
moment, M(t), from MD simulations with the Borodin force
field at ambient density and temperature.37,38 The IR
absorption intensity at angular frequency ω is

= ·
·
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and xa(t) and qa(t) are the position and charge of atom a at
time t, respectively. The time derivative of the dipole moment
is

= +
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where the second term on the right vanishes for simple, fixed-
change models like the Borodin force field.39 An IR absorption
spectrum computed from the same MD trajectory used to
generate the phonon density of states (Figure 5) is presented
in Figure 7 together with an experimental measurement from
our laboratories. The agreement between the computed and
measured spectra is rather poor because of the strong
absorption at about 1900 cm−1 and the poor resolution of
the -NO2 symmetric and asymmetric stretches at about 1260
and 1650 cm−1, respectively. For comparison, we have also
calculated the IR absorption spectrum of single crystal ETN
using the semiempirical DFTB method with the lanl31
parametrization.40 These calculations were performed in a 1
× 3 × 1 supercell at 298 K with a time step for the integration
of the equations of motion of 0.25 fs. The SCF-free Born−
Oppenheimer MD formalism developed by Niklasson and co-
workers was used estimate the self-consistent electronic ground
state at each time step.41 A 50,000 time step trajectory was

used to compute I(ω) and the q̇ term in eq 18, which does not
vanish in DFTB theory owing the self-consistent calculation of
Mulliken partial changes at each time step, was evaluated by
finite differences.39 Like most quantum mechanical methods,
DFTB-lanl31 systematically overestimates the normal-mode
frequencies of organic molecules with respect to experiment
(see, for example, ref 42). Hence, the frequencies presented in
Figure 7 from the DFTB-MD simulations were rescaled
uniformly by a factor of 0.92. The IR absorption spectrum
derived from DFTB-MD is in better agreement with
experiment than the spectrum computed from the Borodin
force field. In particular, the two strong absorptions arising
from the nitro groups are aligned well with those in the
experimental spectrum. These analyses of the vibrational
properties of the single crystal ETN indicate that while the
Borodin force field provides a very good description of the
intermolecular forces, its ability to describe accurately the
intramolecular forces is comparatively limited.
3.3. Single Crystal Elastic Constants. The relationship

between the second Piola−Kirchhoff elastic stress, τij, and
strain, ηkl, tensors in crystalline materials is described by the
fourth rank tensor of second order elastic constants, Cijkl, that
is,

= Cij ijkl kl (21)

where the subscripts denote Cartesian directions.43 The
material-specific tensors of elastic constants, with a volumetric
equation of state, are crucial components of single crystal
plasticity models that are used in simulations of the
thermomechanical response of energetic materials to mechan-
ical loads (see, for example, refs 44−48). We have therefore
used the Borodin force field to compute the 13 nonzero elastic
constants of monoclinic ETN as a function of temperature
between 200 and 400 K at zero external pressure. The
dependence of the elastic constants on compression is more
complex, especially under nonhydrostatic conditions, and is
best described by an expansion of the elastic energy to higher
orders in strain.
The elastic constants of a material can be derived from the

fluctuations in the lattice vectors of the periodic simulation cell
during an MD simulation in the isothermal−isobaric ensemble
via the famous result of Parrinello and Rahman

Figure 6. Constant volume heat capacity of single crystal ETN at V =
1/1.763 cm3/g.

Figure 7. Infrared absorption spectra of single crystal ETN derived
from the time history of the total dipole moment from classical MD
trajectories at 300 K with the Borodin force field and semiempirical
DFTB theory.
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= k T
V

Sij kl ijkl
B

(22)

where V̅ is the mean volume of the simulation cell and Sijkl the
tensor of elastic compliances.49−51 The MD simulations of
single crystal ETN with the Borodin force field used a single
Nose−Hoover-style thermostat and barostat in LAMMPS, that
is, the variables tchain and pchain in the LAMMPS input were
set to 1. The systems were initially thermalized for 106 time
steps at each temperature. LAMMPS provides the six
components of the three vectors that define the simulation
cell, va = (a1,0,0), vb = (b1, b2,0), and vc = (c1, c2, c3), which were
written to file every 250 time steps throughout the production
simulations. The production simulations were run for at least
1.6 × 107 time steps until the values of the elastic constants
converged to a tolerance of 0.1 GPa.
The strain tensors, η, were computed from the thermal

fluctuations of the three lattice vectors about their mean
positions, va = (a1̅,0,0), vb = (b̅1, b2,0), and vc = (c1̅, c2, c3),
where the bar denotes the time-average quantity over the
whole production run. The mean volume of the simulation cell
is V̅ = a1b2c3. The elements of matrix χ that transform the mean
vectors, va, vb, and vc, which represent the shape of the
unstrained crystal at temperature T, to the instantaneous
vectors, va, vb, and vc, at time step t are

=

=

=

=

=

=

= = =

t a t a

t b t b

t c t c

t b t b

t c t c

t c t c

t t t

( ) ( )/

( ) ( )/

( ) ( )/

( ) ( )/

( ) ( )/

( ) ( )/

( ) ( ) ( ) 0

11 1 1

12 1 1

13 1 1

22 2 2

23 2 2

33 3 3

21 31 32 (23)

The corresponding Lagrangian strain tensor is

=
i
k
jjjjjj

y
{
zzzzzz

1
2ij

k
ki kj ij

(24)

where δij is the Kronecker delta.35 The Parrinello−Rahman
strain fluctuation formula, eq 22, shows that time averages of
the products of the Lagrangian strains yield the 81 elements of
the elastic compliance tensor, S. The elastic constants (or
stiffnesses) are calculated from the tensor of elastic
compliances by transforming the fourth rank tensor to a 6 ×
6 matrix using the Voigt contraction, ij→ m and kl→ n, where
11 → 1, 22 → 2, 33 → 3, 12 → 6, 13 → 5, 23 → 4, and
applying the relations Smn = Sijkl if m and n = 1, 2, 3; Smn = 2Sijkl
if m = 1, 2, 3 and n = 4, 5, 6 or m = 4, 5, 6 and n = 1, 2, 3; Smn =
4Sijkl if m and n = 4, 5, 6. The elastic constants, in Voigt
notation, are obtained from the matrix of elastic compliances,
Smn, by a matrix inversion, C = S−1.35 The 13 nonvanishing
elastic constants of single crystal ETN from 200 to 400 K are
presented in Table 4 and Figure 8.
The stability of the lattice to the application of small strains

requires that the combinations of elastic constants listed in eqs
26−38 of ref 52 should all be positive. These stability criteria
are clearly satisfied for single crystal ETN over the temperature
range 200−400 K because all of the elastic constants are

individually positive and C11 + C22 > 2C12, C11 + C33 > 2C13,
and C22 + C33 > 2C23. The bulk modulus evaluated from the
single crystal elastic constants,

= + + + + +K C C C C C C1
9

( 2( ))0 11 22 33 12 13 23 (25)

at 300 K is 6.89 GPa, which compares very favorably with the
independent estimation of the isothermal bulk modulus
through the fit of the MACAW reference curve to the room
temperature isothermal compression curve, 6.78 GPa.
3.4. Liquid viscosity. The drop weight impact test is used

routinely to evaluate the handling safety of new explosives with
respect to a well-characterized standard, such as PETN.53−56

Many explosives have been observed to melt prior to ignition
under the low-pressure, large-deformation conditions imparted
by the test.57−61 Viscous heating within the molten material
and interruptions to the lateral flow of the liquid have been
evaluated as potential ignition mechanisms by a number of
groups since the 1940s.54,62,63 Hence, we used the Borodin
force field to evaluate the viscosity of liquid ETN and its
dependence on temperature to inform continuum-level
simulations of heat generation during high velocity flows.
The initial geometry for the simulations of liquid ETN was

generated by placing 200 ETN molecules at random positions
within a cubic simulation cell while avoiding close approaches
between atoms. The volume of the supercell was set by
requiring an initial density of 1.2 g/cm3. The supercell was
subsequently thermalized using isothermal−isobaric dynamics

Table 4. Single Crystal Elastic Constants, Cij, of ETN
Computed from the Borodin Force Field with the
Parrinello−Rahman Method between 200 and 400 K

(GPa) 200 K 250 K 300 K 350 K 400 K

C11 14.8 13.5 12.3 10.5 9.0
C22 6.7 5.6 4.7 3.8 3.3
C33 19.2 17.2 15.9 13.5 11.3
C44 4.7 4.3 3.9 3.5 3.1
C55 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.6
C66 5.2 4.9 4.2 4.0 3.7
C12 5.7 5.0 4.6 3.9 3.8
C13 5.7 5.3 4.8 3.7 3.3
C23 6.1 5.5 5.2 4.4 4.0
C15 1.4 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.8
C25 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0
C35 4.6 4.2 3.9 3.3 2.7
C46 2.2 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.0

Figure 8. Dependence of the single crystal elastic constants of ETN
on temperature.
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to a target temperature and pressure of 500 K and 0 GPa,
respectively. The thermalization was run for 7 × 105 time steps,
which was more than sufficient for the temperature and density
to reach their equilibrium values. The visualization of snap
shots from the thermalization run confirmed that the
molecules remained in a liquid-like state with no long-range
order. Simulations of the density of liquid ETN at zero
pressure were performed between 350 and 750 K by using
isothermal−isobaric dynamics with this simulation cell as the
starting point. The temperature dependence of the density of
liquid ETN is presented in Figure 9, which shows that the

density decreases quadratically with temperature between 350
and 700 K. Extrapolating these results to the experimentally
measured melting temperature, Tm = 334 K, yields a density of
1.602 g/cm3 at zero pressure.
The shear viscosity, μ, of liquid ETN at the densities and

temperatures presented in Figure 9 were determined via the
fluctuations in the off-diagonal, i ≠ j, components of the virial
stress tensor,

= V
k T

t t( ) (0) dij ij ij
B 0 (26)

where

= +
i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzzV

p p m r f1
/

1
2ij

a
ai aj a

a b a
abi abj

(27)

and pai is the momentum of atom a in Cartesian direction i, ma
is the mass of atom a, and rabi and fabi are the i component of
the position and force vectors between atoms a and b,
repectively.64

Because we expect the properties of liquid ETN to be
isotropic, μ12 = μ13 = μ23, the mean viscosity is μ̅ = (μ12 + μ13 +
μ23)/3. Repeated indices in eq 26 are not summed over. The
MD simulations were performed on cubic simulation cells
containing 200 molecules in the canonical ensemble (constant
number of particles, volume, and temperature) with a single
Nose−Hoover thermostat. The correlation functions in eq 26
were evaluated over 4 × 107 time steps or 10 ns, which we
found to be sufficient to give well-converged integrals.
It is common to represent the temperature dependence of

the shear viscosity of liquids by Nahme’s law

=
i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzzT

T T
T

( ) exp
( )

0
0

0 (28)

where β is a parameter to be fitted (see, for example, refs
63,65−67). We take T0 = Tm so that the constant μ0 is equal to
the shear viscosity of the system at the melting temperature.
The three values for the shear viscosity obtained at each
density and temperature from the MD simulations are plotted
on a log−linear scale as a function of temperature in Figure 10,
which clearly illustrates the efficacy of eq 28 as a description of
μ(T). A linear regression to these data yields β = 3.98 and
0.0224 Pa s.

4. SUMMARY
The nonreactive force field for alkyl nitrates developed by
Borodin and co-workers has been applied to MD simulations
of the properties of crystalline and liquid ETN. The force field
provides accurate predictions for the density and lattice
parameters of single crystal ETN versus experimental data
between 100 K and room temperature. The force field has then
been applied in the calculation of the properties of ETN that
are useful in the construction of an equation of state or a
complete expansion of the Helmholtz free energy in terms of
volumetric and deviatoric strains. These properties include the
room temperature isothermal compression curve, linear and
volumetric coefficients of thermal expansion, constant volume
heat capacity, Grüneisen parameter, and single crystal elastic
constants and their dependences on temperature. Despite the
accurate representation of the structure of crystalline ETN at
finite temperatures obtained from the force field, it fails to
accurately describe its vibrational modes. Finally, because ETN
is a melt-castable explosive and the properties of liquid
explosives are important for understanding their ignition
behavior during small scale safety testing, we have computed
the temperature dependence of the density and shear viscosity
of liquid ETN. We find that the temperature dependence of
the shear viscosity can be represented accurately by Nahme's
law.
Nonreactive force fields of this kind are applied frequently in

large-scale MD simulations to understand the response of
energetic molecular crystals to dynamic compression. These
simulations have revealed the homogeneous nucleation of
crystal defects including dislocations,68−71 shear bands,72,73

twins,74 and other complex deformation mechanisms common

Figure 9. Temperature dependence of the density of liquid ETN at
zero pressure from isothermal-isobaric molecular dynamics simu-
lations with the Borodin force field.

Figure 10. Shear viscosities calculated from the fluctuations in shear
stresses for liquid ETN (symbols). The broken line denotes the best
fit of Nahme’s law (eq 28) to the data.
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in highly anisotropic materials.75−77 In addition, atomic-scale
simulations under static or quasi-static conditions have been
used to characterize the core structures of crystal defects and
polymorphic phase transformations.78−85 Hence, the force field
for alkyl nitrates, which has been validated in this work for
monoclinic ETN, may also be of value for characterizing the
plasticity and phase stability of this and related materials under
a variety of loading conditions.
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